
WHY JOIN ECPM?

• To take action for a vital cause: the most fundamental right - the right to life
• To support prisoners sentenced to death across the world
• To take part in the ECPM General Assembly and discuss the organisation’s strategies
• To be part of international advocacy for abolition of the death penalty
• To be informed and to be able to take part in ECPM’s proposed action to raise awareness.

I WOULD LIKE TO JOIN!
FORMULAIRE D’ADHÉSION  Yes, I would like to become a member of ECPM

 Mrs    Mr                   Ms

SURNAME:
FIRST NAME:
ORGANISATION:
ADDRESS:

POSTCODE:
TOWN:
COUNTRY:
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL:

**ECPM annual membership (valid for the financial year):
 Standard rate: 50e €      Couples rate: 70e       Discounted rate: 30e

 Rate for bar associations, organisations, institutions, companies: 1,500e or more!

Methods of payment:
 Cash (euros only)   e
 Postal or bank cheque made out to ENSEMBLE CONTRE LA PEINE DE MORT   e
 Bank transfer (national, European or international)   e

Account name: ENSEMBLE CONTRE LA PEINE DE MORT
Branch: CREDITCOOP PARIS NATION
RIB: 42559 10000 08004650063 81
IBAN: FR76 4255 9100 0008 0046 5006 381
BIC: CCOPFRPPXXXX

If you choose to pay your membership fee by bank transfer, 
don’t forget to send us your contact details by post or email! 
Membership of ECPM means you receive a 66% tax deduction.
Your personal information will not be sold, exchanged or communicated to anyone else.
It is reserved for ECPM’s exclusive use.

JOIN ENSEMBLE CONTRE LA PEINE DE MORT,
AND PROMOTE FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN VALUES:

THE RIGHT TO LIFE, THE RIGHT TO JUSTICE AND THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY

SUPPORT ECPM
TAKE ACTION FOR UNIVERSAL ABOLITION 

OF THE DEATH PENALTY!

ENSEMBLE CONTRE LA PEINE DE MORT
62 bis avenue Parmentier •  75011 Paris • France
ecpm@ecpm.org

Follow us on:
www.ecpm.org • Facebook : @AssoECPM
Twitter : @AssoECPM • #AbolitionNow www.ecpm.org



WHAT DOES ECPM DO?

WE WORK AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE WITH PRISONERS SENTENCED TO DEATH
ECPM carries out and publishes legal investigations into death row (Morocco, Tunisia, United States). 
Our “Investigation into Death Row in the DRC” report received France’s leading Human Rights Prize.
ECPM supports the victims of the death penalty: prisoners sentenced to death, such as Serge 
Atlaoui and Hank Skinner, and their families.
ECPM encourages people to write to prisoners sentenced to death.

WE TEACH AND RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT ABOLITION
ECPM goes into schools to encourage pupils to support the issue 
through drawing competitions, introduction  to journalism sessions and 
free class presentations – with the participation of specialists, prisoners 
previously sentenced to death or the families of prisoners sentenced 
to death. More than 10,000 middle and high school pupils have been 
involved since October 2009.
ECPM raises awareness among the public about the situation of 
minorities and vulnerable groups by taking part in Gay Pride, Fête de 
l’Humanité, Cities for Life, the World Day Against the Death Penalty, 
World Human Rights Day, etc.

WE ADVOCATE WITH THE HIGHEST BODIES
ECPM  is the first anti-death penalty NGO to obtain ECOSOC status which guarantees it a presence 
and the possibility of advocating at the very heart of the UN.
ECPM initiated the creation of the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty in 2002. Today, it 
has more than 150 members – NGOs, bar associations, local bodies, unions – across the world. 
ECPM, together with the World Coalition, carries out advocacy and public mobilisation campaigns 
with political decision-makers (European Union, African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 
governments, etc.).

WE BRING TOGETHER ABOLITIONISTS FROM ACROSS THE WORLD
ECPM is the founder and organiser of the World Congresses 
Against the Death Penalty. These events bring together more than 
1,300 people representing the world abolitionist movement. Ministers, 
parliamentarians, diplomats, activists, civil society organisations, 
researchers and journalists come together every 2 years to strengthen 
their ties and draw up strategies for the future.

Robert Badinter,
ECPM’s Honorary President  

and former Minister of Justice who 
abolished the death penalty in France in 
1981, former Chair of the Constitutional 

Council, International Commission Against 
the Death Penalty.

“ECPM works with political leaders 
to ensure that capital punishment no 
longer blights our future. ECPM is to 

be found wherever the death penalty 
still exists or remains part  

of legislation.”

WE STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITIES OF LOCAL ACTORS AND ACT WITH THEM
ECPM helps activists combat isolation wherever the death penalty persists by supporting 
the formation of national and regional coalitions against the death penalty (Morocco, 
Tunisia, Central Africa, Asia, etc.), as well as the creation of networks of parliamentarians 
and abolitionist lawyers.
ECPM supports efficiency among its local partners by organising training sessions and 
advocates at all political levels to support their work.


